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CORE DESIRED FEELINGS

Core Desired Feelings is a term coined by Danielle LaPorte in
her Desire Map process. Core Desired Feelings describe your
deepest yearning to feel a certain way or ways in your life. 
 
These feelings already exist within you (isn't that awesome!)
yet we often wait for the "right time" to feel them. The time
when we have... more money, ...the relationship, ...the job and
so on.
 
You can generate your personal Core Desired Feelings in the
present moment by identifying them and then looking for
the places in your life where they already exist. 
 
In this exercise, you will focus on how you want to FEEL and
then spend some time generating those feelings in the
present. By bringing these feelings to the forefront, you will
attract more of of your Core Desired Feelings into your life. 
 
On the following page are examples of Core Desired
Feelings. In no way is this an exhaustive list, rather a place to
get started. Use the words to begin to identify your personal
Core Desired Feelings. You are also invited to generate your
own words to describe how you want to feel. When doing so,
make them short, one-word, if possible, and powerful. There
is space for them at the bottom of the next page. 
 
Start the exercise by circling all the words that resonate with
you and how you want to feel. Then, go back and pick the
top 3-5 of those words that rise to the top. These are your
Core Desired Feelings.
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FEELING WORD BANK

  joyful       resilient     strong       steady       loyal       balanced    awake

vast          clear         wild        brilliant     natural      secure      whole

appreciated

intentional

treasured

emergent

sparkling

confidentcourageous

open-
minded

lucent aware fulfilled loved kind positive focused

prosperous magnetic

empowered

deepalive devoted

transformedhealed soulful inspired fierce

adventurous influential enriched deserving
deeply
rooted

beautiful renewed unshackled elevated bold nurtured spacious

on fire healthy serene connected full

celebrated aligned valued soft over-
flowing radiant weightless

expansive free purposeful capable open sensual

grounded conscious cosmic grateful infinite limitless gracefull

attractive generous supported magical expressive dreamy liberated

shimmering zesty glowing luscious assertive blooming clever

lucrative passionate masterful fluid intuitive electric magical


